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BY STEVE GORMAN

THE CRIEFF CLOVERLEAF: PART 1
(THE ‘GOOD GRIEF CRIEFF
CLOVERLEAF TOUR 2021’)
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o far, this year has been a little bit of a
washout with regards to motorcycle trips,
however, that all changed in May. Following
the ‘Highland Coos, Beaches, Dalwinnie And
Open Water Swimming’ write-up in issue
253 DESMO magazine, Lawrence Howell,
who I had ridden with and happens to live in
Crieff, put me in touch with Kona Macphee
who was developing the Crieff Cloverleaf
routes and asked if I would like to ride
them and let her know what I thought. Well,
Boris, Nicola and a shed load of snow put
a stop to that happening in late November
/ early December! Talking to a few friends
and sharing route information with them, I
managed to persuade a few hardy souls
to join me for a 5-day trip in May ‘we’re
not staying in tents’ luxury trip. The group
consisted of Steve Staines, Nigel Parrott,
Clive Morton, Jimmy Duff, Chris Short and
myself. If you have not seen the Cloverleaf
website (www.cloverleaf.scot) it is well worth
a look as it has all the information you could
possibly need to help you plan your trip and
unlike the ever-popular NC500, each of the
routes are split into 4 stages which allows for
coffee and lunch stops along the way, and
BSF GSFFMZ BWBJMBCMF UP EPXOMPBE BT HQY mMFT
Kona has also thoughtfully provided way point
descriptions if you do not like using a satnav.
You can also book accommodation and
restaurants through the website for all
budgets, camping to top notch hotels. I
managed to book the Fir Tree B&B (www.
mSUSFFCOC DP VL JO $SJFGG BOE UIF PXOFST
Aileen and Nick could not have been more
helpful. The B&B was stunning and the rooms
extremely comfortable. It was close to the
town centre so has easy access to the
various pubs and restaurants, with
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secure private off-street parking and a bike
washing point. As all the routes leave from
Crieff it allows you to ride without the burden
of having to unload and reload your panniers
each day meaning you can just relax and
enjoy the roads and amazing views. The only
route I did change was the Southern loop.
This was only so we could include half of it
as we rode north and the other half as we
headed home.
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plans about meeting points and uploaded the
HQY mMFT UP PVS WBSJPVT TBUOBWT 5IF XFBUIFS
forecast was not brilliant but nowhere near as
bad as it could have been. On the way to the
The Ram Jam services, which was our initial
meeting point, I passed a minibus from the
school I had just retired from, I couldn’t help
but smile to myself. Everyone arrived early,
well nearly everyone. Steve S had had a slight
mishap getting his bike out of the garage,
enough said on that! The ride up the A1 was
as non-eventful as ever and the A66 offered a
light respite from the tedium. I know we could
have ridden through the Peaks and Yorkshire
but having limited time meant we wanted to
get there as quickly as possible.
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The M6 followed
by the M74 before
we turned off and
NBEF PVS mSTU DPGGFF
stop at Moffat which
is a beautiful town
with excellent roads
leading from it in
all directions. This
is where we joined
our version of the
Southern route. It did
not take long before
the team came alive with constant chatter
about the roads, scenery and what we had
seen. Heading down one valley none of us
could believe how absolutely stunning it was
as we rode along the side of the Loch trying
to decide where the road would go next.
Looking ahead we saw a thin line leading
steeply up the hillside. Cars and vans pulled
in to let us past as only the Scots would
do. Some faster sections of main A roads
and motorway helped us get closer to our
destination but then we were back on smaller
roads again enjoying the fantastic views.
Checking into our B&B couldn’t have been
easier. Nick and Aileen came out to greet
us and showed us to our rooms before
presenting us with scones, tea and coffee.
This became the norm for the week and
was very welcome after a long day’s riding.
I had ordered a beer and nibbles delivery
from Tesco’s (there are other supermarkets
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available). Our meal
was a take away
from the local Gurkha
restaurant which
was very tasty and
certainly better value
than I am accustomed
to down south.
Fed and watered
we headed for bed
and set our alarms
for the morning.
Breakfast was a feast
with most of us opting for the full Scottish:
eggs, mushrooms, bacon, link sausages,
beans, tomatoes, hash browns, haggis
and black pudding, what more could you ask
for.
The weather was set fair for the week
which was better than forecasted, although
Thursday was going to be the better day, so
taking local advice, we opted for the north
route which turned out to be brilliant from the
moment we turned right onto the main road.
The scenery was spectacular all the way.
Other than a shortish stint on the A9 which
gave us a chance to ramble on about what
we had done and what was to come, the
roads and views were stunning. Grandtully,
Pitlochry, and on to Braemar. The chatter
over the intercom was non-stop. I think we all
had different favourite bits of the day – some
enjoying the mountainous areas whilst others
preferring the more rolling moorland areas
or old narrow military roads. To say there is
something for everyone is an understatement.
In the evening we went out to the Tower
which proved to be quite strange, not their
fault. We ordered drinks in the garden and
then were called in for our meals when they
were ready. As we stood up to go in we were
told we couldn’t take drinks inside so had to
mOJTI UIFN CFGPSF XF BUF .PSF ESJOLT BOE
planning back at the B&B and we were set for
the following day and riding the Western route
which takes in Glencoe, Glen Orchy, Oban
BOE TPNF mOF GPSFTUSZ SPBET BSPVOE #JFOO BO
Lochain. For good measure we added
the Ballachullish - Kinlochleven road
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which is an extra 20 miles of pure fun. The
day was another roaring success. Scones
and tea were waiting for us on our return and
Nick couldn’t wait to hear how the day had
been. In the evening we visited my friend and
fellow mountaineering instructor Lawrence
and had a BBQ which went on quite late into
the evening. Another great day.

0VS mOBM SPVUF UIF &BTUFSO SPVUF XBT TDFOJD
and the roads enjoyable, however, following
the north and west routes it was always going
to be hard to beat them. Although not as
dramatic as the other routes I still found myself
enjoying the tight, narrow lanes and the views
of the oil rigs out in the North Sea. I hadn’t
ridden any of these roads so it was a pleasure
to check them out. The light made the colours
PG UIF mFMET BOE UIF EJGGFSFOU nPXFST WFSZ WJWJE
as if they had been enhanced in some way.
Keeping the route away from the major roads
BOE UPVSJTU USBGmD BMMPXFE VT UP NBLF TNPPUI
progress and was Kona’s reason for choosing
tha route. Arriving back at Crieff we stopped
off at a supermarket and bought carry out
meals which meant we could chat about the
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day and have a few beers without breaking
the COVID guidelines or the bank. Sitting in
the garden in bright, warm sunshine was a
treat. Whilst sat in the garden Kona asked if
she could join SteveS and myself on our extra
4 day trip which we were more than happy
for her to do and we made plans to meet
up the following morning at 0800 whilst the
PUIFST UPPL UIFJS UJNF QBDLJOH CFGPSF mOJTIJOH
the second half of the southern route as they
wound their way home.
I can’t praise Kona and her merry band of
helpers enough for what they have set up.
The effort, commitment and enthusiasm for
the Crieff Cloverleaf is commendable and I
hope that the local businesses realise what
a golden opportunity they have to promote
Crieff and what it has to offer more widely.
The town is very quaint, the roads are
varied and interesting, the scenery dramatic
and ever changing and the weather (for
us anyway) was perfect, isn’t it always in
Scotland?! Being able to drop your bags off
at a central point and ride out from a base
each day certainly appeals. Will I be back for
more? Most certainly.
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